
Math Learning Grid 

*Complete the yellow highlighted boxes first, then pick 2 other boxes to complete this week.  Total for week=5 boxes. 

How much money would you have if 
you had...? 

a. 2 dimes, 3 nickels, 1 quarter: 
______  

b. 6 pennies, 3 quarters, 5 
dimes:  ____  

c. 4 nickels, 2 quarters, 3 
pennies: ____  

d. 1 quarter, 1 dime, 5 
nickels:  ______  

e. 4 quarters, 4 nickels, 4 
dimes,  4 pennies:  ______  
 

**Don’t forget the cent sign if the 
amount is under $1.00 and don’t 
forget the dollar sign and decimal 
point if it is over $1.00.  

 

What time is it?  

1.     4.      

2.       5.    

3.       6.    
 

Write down the following numbers on a 
piece of paper in a chart like the following 
and then write the numbers that are 10 
before the number and 10 after the 
number:  

  735  
  

  

  327  
  

  

  98  
  

  

  298  
  

  

  950  
  

  

 

Addition and Subtraction Tic-Tac- Toe 

*Two Player Game 

 Create the charts below on a piece of paper 
or print out the charts. Choose who is X and 
who is O. Each player takes turns answering 
the addition or subtraction problem. If they 
get the answer correct, they put an X or O 
depending on if the player chose X or O. The 
first player to get three X’s or three O’s in a 
row is the winner.   

56+39=   39+48=  27+32=  
44+32=  38+29=  73+38=  
52+34=  47+42=  59+33=  

  

71+37=  56+22=   69+30=  

42+65=  82+52=  91+53=  

53+78=  45+67=  78+31=  

  

52-31=  78-43=  99-78=  

63-41=  85-42=  45-33=  

68-54=  196-74=  89-45=  

 
Zoey is reading a book that has 232 
pages in it. She read 42 pages on 
Saturday and 34 pages on 
Sunday.  Then she read 30 more 
pages on Monday night.   

a. How many pages did Zoey 
read all together?  

b. How many pages does Zoey 
have left to read? 

Nathan put 63 Pokémon cards in his book on 
Monday. On Tuesday he got 41 
more Pokémon cards. He then saw his friend on 
Wednesday and gave his friend 39 of 
his Pokémon cards.   

a. How many Pokémon cards did Nathan have 
on Monday and Tuesday?   

b. How many Pokémon cards did Nathan have 
after giving 39 to his friend?   

Place Value Game 

What You Need:  

• Deck of playing cards (with tens 
and face cards removed)  

• Paper  

• Pencil  
Please see instructional sheet for 
directions on how to play! 

Audrey has a five-dollar bill. She buys 
herself four pieces of candy that are 25¢ each. 
She then buys Lucy a piece of candy that is 
50¢ and Lilah a piece of candy that is 50¢.   

a. How much money does Audrey have 
after she buys herself candy?   

b. How much money does Audrey have 
after she buys herself candy, Lucy 
candy, and Lilah candy? 

Kylee bought a sketch book with 125 
blank pages in it. She tore out 7 blank 
pages and gave them to her friends 
to draw on. Then, she drew pictures 
on 64of the pages. How many blank 
pages does Kylee have in her 
sketchbook now? 

Grayson has 78 cans of cat food. His cat ate 33 cans 
of the cat food that he had. Grayson then lost 15 
cans of the cat food.   
  

1. How many cans of cat food did Grayson 
have left after his cats ate the food?   
b. How many cans does Grayson have left 
after the cat ate the food and he lost the 15 
other cans?   

Addison and her mom bought 41 pieces of 
fruit and 54 pieces of vegetables at the 
store. Later that night, her dad bought 
32 pieces of bread. How many pieces of 
food did Addison's family buy in all?  

Isaiah, Madilynn, Gabbi and Henry shared 
a pizza.  The pizza was cut into equal 
parts.  They each ate one part.  No pizza 
was left. 

a. Draw a picture of how they would 
have cut the pizza. 

b. If 2 other friends joined their 
pizza party, how would they have 
to cut their pizza so everyone had 
an equal part?  Draw another 
picture to show this. 

 



 

 

Place Value Game 
What You Need: 

1. Deck of playing cards (with tens and face cards removed) 
2. Paper 
3. Pencil 
4. Timer (optional) 

 
How to Play: 

1. Lay out ten cards for each player, face down, in the shape of a triangle. Make sure there are four rows (see picture). 

 
2. Players begin by turning over the top card. The player with the highest card gets point. If there is a tie, each player should 

receive a point. 
3. Then, have players turn over the second row, which should consist of two cards. These cards represent a two-digit number. 

Now have the players switch the cards so that the card that was previously in the one's column is now in the ten's column 
and vice versa. One point should be awarded to the player with the highest two-digit number before the switch, and one 
point should be awarded to the player with the highest score after the switch. 

4. Turn over the third row of cards. The player with the highest three-digit number wins a point. Allow the players two rounds 
of switches for this row and award one point per highest number as the result of a switch. 

5. Turn over the last row of cards. The player with the highest four-digit number wins a point. Allow the players three rounds 
of switches for this row and award one point per highest number as the result of a switch. 

6. Shuffle the cards and play another round. 
7. When time is up, whoever has the most points wins. If you prefer to go by points, the first player to reach 50 points wins 

the game. 
 

 


